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OINT STATEMENT BY SPOKESPERSONS OF FOREIGN MINISTRIES OF FRANCE,
GERMANY & UK
OVER JCPoA IRANIAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM

Paris, Washington DC, 14.06.2022, 21:55 Time

USPA NEWS - The Spokespersons of the Foreign Affairs Ministries of France, Germany and the United Kingdom, released a Joint
statement over the diplomatic efforts deployed by the respective countries for viable deal with Iran, amid the Nuclear Program under
the JCPoA, agreement. We publish the fill full text of the Joint statement. (Source: french foreign Affairs Ministry)

The Spokespersons of the Foreign Affairs Ministries of France, Germany and the United Kingdom, released a Joint statement over the
diplomatic efforts deployed by the respective countries for viable deal with Iran, amid the Nuclear Program under the JCPoA,
agreement. We publish the fill full text of the Joint statement. (Source: french foreign Affairs Ministry)" We the governments of France,
Germany and the United Kingdom have intensely negotiated with Iran, in good faith, since April 2021 to restore the JCPoA, along with
other JCPoA participants, as well as the United States. There has been a viable deal on the table since March 2022, which would
return Iran to compliance with its JCPoA commitments and the US to the deal. We regret that Iran has not seized the diplomatic
opportunity to conclude the deal. We urge it to do so now. We are ready to conclude the deal. » (Source: french foreign Affairs
Ministry)
Despite this Iran is now installing additional advanced centrifuges and has confirmed to the IAEA its decision to end all JCPOA-

related transparency measures. This jeopardises the ability of the IAEA to restore continuity of knowledge on key parts of the Iranian
nuclear programme, including on the production of centrifuges.---------------------------------------------------
We condemn these steps and that Iran is responding to concerns expressed by the IAEA Board of Governors – in a resolution adopted
with overwhelming support – by announcing steps to even further decrease cooperation with the IAEA. These actions only aggravate
the situation and complicate our efforts to restore full implementation of the JCPoA. They also cast further doubt on Iran’s commitment
to a successful outcome. We urge Iran to resume application of the Additional Protocol and of all JCPOA-related monitoring and
verification measures, cease its nuclear escalation, and urgently conclude the deal currently on the table to restore the JCPoA, while
this is still possible.(Source: French foreign Affairs Ministry)
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